The CENTATEQ P-110 Series from HOMAG offers advanced performance and versatility for small to medium-sized manufacturers. This newly designed compact technology offers a significantly reduced footprint as well as 360-degree operational access to the machine.

The CENTATEQ P-110 Series includes 3-, 4-, and 5-axis solutions for the processing of kitchen, office, and solid wood furniture, as well as for the construction of stairs, windows, doors, and much more. Discover your compact solution for advanced flexibility and precision.

Advantages
- **Compact** footprints for small space installations
- **Tables available in** 10’ and 12’ working lengths
- **V12, V17, and V21** spindle drill blocks available with horizontal drilling spindles and 0/90° grooving saw
- **Accurate high-speed** drilling and part sizing
- **Rigid, reliable, and repeatable** construction
- **Drill blocks, vacuum pump(s), installation, and training are included with standard machine configurations**
- **Industry-leading service and support**

The powerful Drive 5CS 5-Axis spindle provides high dynamics and reduced contour interference

A rigid console table allows for flexible fixing of numerous vacuum and pneumatic clamping devices

PowerTouch – innovative and intuitive technology for optimal productivity